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Abstract
Visual perceptual learning (VPL) is defined as a long-term improvement in performance on a visual
task. In recent years, the idea that conscious effort is necessary for VPL to occur has been challenged
by research suggesting the involvement of more implicit processing mechanisms, such as
reinforcement-driven processing and consolidation. In addition, we have learnt much about the neural
substrates of VPL and it has become evident that changes in visual areas and regions beyond the
visual cortex can take place during VPL.

The adult neural system can achieve long-term enhanced performance on a visual task as a
result of visual experience1. This process is known as visual perceptual learning (VPL). An
expert in X-ray analysis, for example, can identify a tumour from the pattern of gray and black
spots on an X-ray scan without much difficulty, whereas it is impossible for an untrained person
to perform the task.

Investigating the neural changes that are associated with VPL will lead to an increased
understanding of plasticity in the adult visual system. When carrying out such studies, it is
crucial to distinguish between the processes that lead to VPL and the changes that occur in
association with the completion of VPL (that is, the areas involved in the process of training
on a task may not necessarily be altered with VPL). As such, we discuss these issues separately.

A dominant view on the processes that lead to VPL has been that they require conscious effort
on the part of the learner2,3. This view has been challenged by recent lines of research
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suggesting that implicit processing without conscious effort during and after training has a
significantly more fundamental role in VPL. There is also wide acceptance that brain changes
associated with VPL occur in the primary visual cortex (V1) and higher-level areas of the visual
cortex. In addition, the results of some more recent studies suggest that changes in association
with VPL occur beyond the visual areas — that is, in the connections between the visual and
‘decision-making’ areas of the brain or in the decision-making areas themselves4,5.

Here we review the current understanding of implicit and conscious processing during and
after VPL training and the changes associated with completion of VPL. We focus on VPL of
primitive visual features, such as orientation, motion, luminance contrast and Vernier acuity,
and aim to complement excellent recent reviews of auditory learning6, multisensory
learning7, learning of higher cognitive features and aspects8, and visual statistical learning9,
10.

Processing during VPL training
Our eyes are constantly bombarded with visual information. In order to continue to process
visual signals, the visual system must maintain a certain degree of stability and thus cannot be
changed by every bit of information it receives. At the same time, the visual system needs to
be able to adapt to important novel environmental input. This creates what has been called the
plasticity–stability dilemma11,12. To deal with these conflicting demands, plasticity must be
gated so that only the features in the new environment that are important to the observer are
learnt. Various studies have indicated that focused attention functions as a gate to ensure that
VPL occurs only in response to features to which attention is directed (task-relevant features).
However, it has recently been reported that focused attention on a feature is not necessary for
VPL to occur and that rewards function as a gate to regulate VPL of both task-relevant features
and features to which attention is not directed (task-irrelevant features) (FIG. 1).

Attention as a gate to task-relevant VPL
Early studies of VPL found that a conscious effort to direct focused attention plays a
fundamental part in gating visual plasticity. For example, when two features were presented
simultaneously in a task that required the subject to pay attention to one feature of the presented
stimulus there was no VPL of the feature to which the subject did not pay attention. This
suggested that only the feature to which the subject actively paid attention was learnt3,13,14.
In addition, some studies indicated that VPL is task-dependent. VPL of a particular feature did
not transfer from the task on which the subject was originally trained to another task involving
the same or similar stimuli but using a different procedure15,16. These findings led some vision
scientists to conclude that conscious effort when performing a task, such as focused attention
to the task-relevant feature during training (or to the task procedure), is necessary for the feature
(or the task) to be learnt.

An important role of conscious effort was also demonstrated by research examining the effects
of giving subjects feedback on the correctness of their responses on VPL. VPL of a Vernier
acuity task was facilitated by trial-by-trial feedback (response feedback) and also by feedback
regarding the percentage of correct responses in a block consisting of around a hundred trials
(block feedback)17. In other studies, the criteria that subjects used to make decisions during
training on a Vernier acuity task seemed to be shifted by incorrect feedback. Subjects were
trained to carry out a three-dot Vernier discrimination task in which they had to judge whether
a central dot was shifted towards the right or left as compared with the dots that were vertically
aligned18,19 (FIG. 2a). When the central dot was slightly shifted to one side, the subject was
given incorrect response feedback, whereas when the central dot was shifted to the other side,
they were given correct response feedback. As a result of this training, the subjects tended to
respond according to the feedback information, irrespective of whether the feedback was
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actually correct or incorrect. However, the subjects that had set their criteria according to
incorrect feedback gave correct responses as soon as they were provided with correct feedback.
These feedback studies suggest an important role of top-down processing, probably attention,
in VPL18. In addition, the rapid modification of the response or decision criteria suggests that
the modification is temporary, rather than a long-term change associated with VPL. A recent
study found that VPL was facilitated by positive fake feedback indicating that the subject’s
performance was improving from one block of trials to another regardless of the actual
performance change. By contrast, negative fake feedback did not influence performance
improvement. This finding suggests that feedback works as a positive reward20. Although
feedback facilitates VPL, in many cases VPL can also occur in the absence of feed-back3,21,
22, indicating that feedback is not necessary for VPL. However, the process of training without
feedback should not be regarded as implicit as it still requires the subject to make efforts to
perform the task.

Task-irrelevant VPL
The research described above indicates that conscious effort, including attention, has a
significant role in VPL. However, several studies have indicated that, although important, such
effort is not necessary for VPL to occur23–31. In one study29, subjects were asked to identify
a letter in the centre of a display while a motion display, consisting of moving dots, was
presented in a peripheral field (FIG. 2b). In the motion display, 5% of the dots moved coherently
and the remaining dots moved randomly32. The percentage of dots moving coherently was so
small that subjects were able to discriminate or detect the coherent-motion direction with only
chance-level performance before (pre-test) and after (post-test) the exposure period.
Nevertheless, when subjects were subsequently tested with a supra-threshold (10%) coherent-
motion display, their ability to discriminate or detect coherent motion was enhanced for motion
in the direction to which they were previously exposed. These results indicate that conscious
effort such as paying attention to a feature is not necessary for VPL of the feature to occur.
This type of VPL is known as task-irrelevant VPL and has been reported by a number of
research groups23–26.

Interestingly, it has also been shown that although VPL of a task-irrelevant feature occurred
in the experiments described above, performance is enhanced to a greater extent when attention
is directed to the feature25,26. This finding serves as evidence that attention plays an important
part in gating VPL26,33,34. However, the task-irrelevant VPL findings suggest that there may
be a factor other than attention that gates VPL to control the balance between the plasticity and
stability of the visual system. One possible factor is reinforcement processing, as we discuss
below.

Reward and reinforcement signals
Recent studies indicate that reinforcement signals gate task-irrelevant VPL. VPL of task-
irrelevant coherent-motion direction occurred only when the motion was paired with the
presentation of a target item (such as white letters) in a sequence of otherwise distractors30

(such as black letters as in FIG. 2b). Furthermore, task-irrelevant VPL of coherent motion
occurred only when the target was successfully perceived or recognized35. These findings
suggest that successful task performance led to a sense of accomplishment that functioned as
an internal reward (as opposed to an externally provided physical reward). Unlike focused
attention, which relatively enhances signals directed to a specific spatial location in the brain,
reward is known to be a trigger for reinforcement signals that are spatially distributed in the
brain. Such spatially diffusive reinforcement signals boost incoming sensory signals related to
the presented feature, irrespective of whether the feature is task-relevant or task-irrelevant, and
result in the learning of the feature36.
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According to this hypothesis, signal strength gates plasticity. If this is true, when reinforcement
signals are internally released while the stimulus is presented, learning should occur
automatically and implicitly, irrespective of whether the feature is task-relevant or task-
irrelevant37. This hypothesis is supported by the results of a recent study that examined whether
an invisible feature paired with reward was learnt31. In the exposure stage of the experiment,
Gabor patches that contained oriented grating structures were repeatedly exposed to one eye
of water-deprived subjects. During the presentations of Gabor patches, different images of
randomly placed coloured patches were flashed successively at approximately 10 Hz into the
other eye. The presentation of the dynamic coloured patches eliminated the perception of the
Gabor patches38. Gabor patches containing gratings with two different orientations were
alternately presented, only one of which was paired with water as a reward. Performance on a
task in which the subjects had to indicate the orientation of the grating after exposure was
higher only when they had to indicate the orientation previously paired with the water. This
result supports the hypothesis that VPL occurs as a result of a bottom-up stimulus signal being
boosted by a reinforcement signal. Furthermore, performance enhancement was observed
when the exposed eye (to which the orientation was presented) was used in test stages, but not
when the unexposed eye was used. This suggests that such learning involves monocular
processing that may mainly occur in V1 (REF. 39). This view is in accordance with the finding
that reward can affect cells in V1 of rats40 and humans41.

Comparing task-relevant and task-irrelevant VPL
Do task-relevant and task-irrelevant VPL occur through the same mechanism? Furthermore,
why does task-irrelevant VPL occur only under certain conditions3,13,14,29? Task-irrelevant
VPL in detecting coherent-motion direction did not occur when the percentage of coherent-
motion signals was 50%, making the coherent motion conspicuous. However, task-irrelevant
VPL of coherent-motion did occur when the percentage was just below the perception
threshold42. This finding is in accordance with the results of a brain imaging experiment
suggesting that signals from a task-irrelevant display containing a high percentage of coherent
motion (50%) are effectively suppressed by regions that control attention42, such as the lateral
prefrontal cortex (LPFC)43. Signals from a motion display with a low percentage of coherence
(5%) are not detected and therefore not suppressed by the LPFC44. These findings suggest that
in some conditions task-irrelevant learning will occur only if the irrelevant feature is
inconspicuous enough to avoid detection by the attention system.

It was generally thought that the failure to learn conspicuous irrelevant features was a result
of the need for focused attention in order for VPL to occur3,13,14. However, the results of the
above studies42,44 suggest that the failure was due merely to attentional inhibition of a
conspicuous task-irrelevant feature. That is, a conspicuous task-irrelevant feature is detected
and inhibited by the attention system and therefore learning of the feature does not occur. This
is in accordance with the finding that training on a task-relevant feature reduced sensitivity to
a task-irrelevant feature22,25,45 and the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal it
generated in response46.

The view that focused attention to a feature is necessary for VPL of the feature to occur has
also been refuted by the results of several studies demonstrating that task-irrelevant VPL can
occur for a conspicuous irrelevant feature23–26. In one such study, performance in a Vernier
acuity task in a test stage was higher after a mere exposure to a multitude of stimuli with no
task performance24. As no task was performed during the exposure, there was no reason for
attention to inhibit signals from the stimuli. Therefore, task-irrelevant learning may have
occurred. In a second study, VPL of not only a moving grating to which the subject attended
but also of a non-attended grating (moving in the same direction as the attended grating but
presented in a different location) occurred. However, a grating moving in a different direction
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and presented in a different location was not learnt25. This suggests that there may be a factor,
such as feature-based attention, that enhances signals from stimuli with the same feature
presented in different locations. This contrasts with spatial attention, which enhances signals
from a stimuli in the location to which attention is directed47,48. These studies indicate that
task-irrelevant learning can occur under a number of different conditions, which should be
systematically examined in order to fully understand this phenomenon.

In summary, VPL is gated by both attention that is driven by task demands and reinforcement
signals that are triggered by rewards, but in different ways. Attention enhances task-relevant
signals and inhibits task-irrelevant signals, leading to task-relevant VPL (FIG. 1a). Conversely,
reinforcement signals enhance bottom-up visual signals irrespective of whether the visual
signals come from a task-relevant or task-irrelevant feature, leading to both task-relevant and
task-irrelevant VPL (FIG. 1b). Although attention and reinforcement signals usually work
cooperatively to enhance task-relevant VPL49, in cases in which attention is defective or
ineffective the task-irrelevant signal may not be inhibited and task-irrelevant VPL may take
place.

Processing during VPL consolidation
Most research on the processing that leads to VPL has concentrated on examining the
processing that occurs during training. However, the consolidation of VPL after training has
recently attracted attention. This is partly due to the great progress in research on sleep and
memory consolidation in the past few years, as well as the increased interest in implicit
processing during and after training. Research on some types of learning has demonstrated that
memory and/or learning is so fragile immediately after training that it is necessary to allow
processing time — a period known as consolidation — to stabilize it (that is, to make it
permanent). Importantly, consolidation occurs without the subject’s knowledge or effort and
is therefore implicit. There is evidence that consolidation occurs both during wakefulness
immediately after training and during subsequent sleep35,50–68. Recently there has been
increasing interest in the mechanisms of consolidation in VPL.

VPL consolidation during wakefulness
Learning of a Vernier acuity task (FIG. 2a) has been shown to be disrupted by training on a
different Vernier task within 1 hour of the end of training on the first task69. However, when
training on the second task occurred more than 1 hour after training on the first task, no
disruption was observed. More recent research70 has demonstrated similar results during VPL
of a texture-discrimination task (TDT)71 in which subjects must indicate whether the
orientation of a ‘triplet’ consisting of three line segments differs from that of the other line
segments (FIG. 2c). These results indicate that the initial consolidation process starts and is
completed within 1 hour of training on a perceptual task69.

VPL consolidation during sleep
Another type of consolidation that has attracted a great deal of attention occurs during sleep
after training. In typical nocturnal sleep of healthy young adults, rapid eye movement (REM)
sleep and non-REM (NREM) sleep alternate four to five times within a 6–8-hour period.
According to the conventional sleep scoring method72, NREM sleep is categorized into stages
1, 2, 3 and 4. Stages 3 and 4 are collectively called slow-wave sleep (SWS) in humans. During
the early part of a night’s sleep, SWS occurs frequently and the duration of REM sleep tends
to be short. In the later part of a night’s sleep, SWS seldom occurs and the duration of REM
sleep is longer (see Supplementary information S1 (figure)).
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Initial research on the effects of sleep on VPL indicated that depriving an individual of REM
sleep after training nullified VPL in a TDT, suggesting that REM sleep plays a crucial part in
the consolidation of VPL65. Subsequent research found that depriving subjects of the SWS-
rich first half of a night’s sleep after training also nullifies VPL on the same TDT73. Moreover,
the amount of SWS during the early part of the sleep cycle and the amount of REM sleep during
the later part correlated with improvement in performance on a TDT74. Therefore both SWS
and REM sleep seem to have a significant role in VPL consolidation. The timing of sleep is
also important for consolidation of learning74–76. Performance on a TDT improved when
subjects were tested on the day after initial training having been allowed normal sleep; however,
no significant improvement was found when subjects were deprived of sleep for 30 hours after
training and then tested after two full nights of recovery sleep74. These results suggest that
there is a critical time window for sleep to effectively consolidate VPL. For humans, the
window for consolidation seems to be shorter than 30 hours74.

Mechanisms of VPL consolidation
Where in the brain does consolidation of VPL during wakefulness take place? Learning of a
Vernier acuity task was disrupted by training on a different Vernier task within 1 hour only if
the stimuli used in these tasks had the same orientation or were presented in the same spatial
location69. This specificity suggests that consolidation involves early visual processing,
although this possibility needs to be physiologically tested.

Sleep-induced consolidation of VPL seems to occur in V1, at least under some conditions. In
functional MRI studies, the BOLD signal in the retinotopic region of human V1 corresponding
to the visual field location of the trained stimulus (the trained region of V1) was enhanced
during wakefulness after sleep subsequent to training compared with during wakefulness
before sleep77,78. Furthermore, it was recently shown that the BOLD signal in the trained
region of V1 (but not in other regions of V1) was enhanced during the initial NREM sleep after
training79. The intensity of the BOLD signal was highly correlated with the increase in
performance after sleep. This finding suggests that consolidation during sleep involves a highly
localized low-level processing region, changes in which directly correlate with VPL.

Whether other brain areas are involved in sleep consolidation remains an open question. It has
been suggested that consolidation of the memory of spatio-temporal patterns activates both the
hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex in rats80. Although a neuroimaging study showed a
tendency towards prefrontal involvement in VPL of a TDT, it has yet to be clarified whether
the prefrontal cortex is also involved in the consolidation of VPL during sleep79.

Two neural models of processing during sleep have been proposed to account for performance
enhancement after sleep subsequent to training for learning in general: synaptic
homeostasis81,82 and reactivation56,83,84 (BOX 1). However, at present there is no conclusive
evidence indicating which model applies to consolidation for VPL.

Box1 | Two models for consolidation during sleep

There are two dominant general theories about the mechanism for consolidation of memory
and learning during sleep: the synaptic homeostasis model and the reactivation model.

According to the synaptic homeostasis model81, slow-wave activity (1–4 Hz spontaneous
oscillatory activity that is dominant during slow-wave sleep), which is prominent during
early non-rapid eye movement sleep, plays a part in scaling down synapses that are
excessively increased in number or strengthened by the learning acquisition process during
wakefulness. As a result, only the strongest synapses remain, and performance is higher
after sleep. According to this hypothesis, slow-wave activity may therefore act like long-
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term depression. This model is supported by the presence of increased slow-wave activity
near the motor and parietal areas in the right hemisphere during sleep after implicit motor
learning115 and also by the finding that the reduction in performance on a texture-
discrimination task that can result from excessive training is reduced after sleep82,116–
120. In flies, the number of synapses increases during wakefulness in conditions including
those in which learning is expected to occur. However, the elevated number of synapses
then decreases during sleep121,122.

The reactivation model suggests that neurons that are involved in learning acquisition are
reactivated during sleep to strengthen neuronal connections56,83,84. Thus, the reactivation
model assumes a process similar to long-term potentiation. In support of this model, firing-
rate patterns during episodic memory training in cortical areas including the hippocampus
and the medial prefrontal cortex in rats80,123 and humans124 were preserved during sleep
after training. It is not clear whether only one of these theories is broadly valid for any type
of learning and memory or whether one theory is valid for some types of learning and
memory and the other theory for other types.

Changes observed after VPL completion
As described above, we have learnt much about the processes of VPL training and
consolidation. But what happens subsequently? That is, what neural changes can be observed
after VPL training and consolidation? Although the changes associated with task-irrelevant
learning are largely unclear, it is generally widely accepted that task-relevant learning results
in changes in the visual cortex. However, recent neurophysiological findings have indicated
that some types of VPL are associated with changes in regions of the cortex involved in decision
making or in the connectivity between the visual cortex and these areas (FIG. 3).

Changes in the visual cortex
In early studies, several types of VPL were found to be highly specific for the location of the
stimulus in the visual field3,21,71,85–89 and for visual features of the stimulus, including
orientation14,21,87, motion direction28,90–92 and the eye to which it was presented1,71,93. For
example, learning of a stimulus presented at a particular location in the visual field was
abolished when the stimulus was spatially shifted by even a few degrees of visual angle3,21,
71,85–89. In processing visual signals there is a general tendency for the receptive field size to
be smaller in regions of the visual cortex that have a role earlier in visual processing pathways;
in addition, the tuning specificity of neurons for features such as orientation and motion
direction is higher at earlier than at later stages94,95. It was therefore concluded that VPL with
high feature and location specificity is associated with changes in the earliest visual area, such
as V1 (REF. 89). Indeed, several studies, including training on a contrast-discrimination
task96 and a TDT77,78,97, have found that VPL is associated with increases in the BOLD
signal in the region of V1 in humans that corresponds to the location of the trained stimulus.
Furthermore, training in an orientation-discrimination task in monkeys led to enhancement of
the tuning specificity of cells in V1 that are involved in discrimination of orientation14. Several
physiological studies also support the hypothesis that V1 is changed in association with
VPL89,98,99.

Some studies have indicated that cortical changes associated with VPL also occur in the middle
visual stages (between the lowest visual stage and the decision-making stage). For example,
changes in the tuning properties of cells in V4 in monkeys were found after training on an
orientation discrimination task100, whereas no such tuning changes were observed in V1
(REFS 100,101). Some psychophysical studies also suggest that VPL is associated with
changes in the middle visual stages. For example, some types of VPL depend on perceptual
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constancy (the stable representation of certain properties of an object despite variable visual
input)102. Such representation is thought to occur in the middle visual stage102.

In addition, there are cases in which VPL transfers to untrained features103 and
locations104. Training on a task in which subjects must discriminate between motion directions
that are close to each other leads to VPL specific to the trained directions90; however, the
learning that results from training on a task in which the direction differences are larger can
transfer to untrained directions103. Furthermore, training to discriminate a particular feature
(such as contrast) at one location followed by additional training with another feature (such as
orientation) at a second location resulted in a complete transfer of the improvement in
discrimination of the first feature to the second location104. These results suggest that under
certain conditions, including those that do not require high location or feature specificity that
need to be mainly processed in V1, VPL occurs in a middle visual stage in which location and
feature signals are less specific than in V1.

The results of some experiments suggest that the stage of visual processing at which neural
changes associated with VPL occur is not fixed but changes as VPL proceeds33,105. For
example, it was shown that the location specificity of VPL depends on the difficulty of an
orientation-discrimination task and that VPL of a difficult task can be accomplished only after
VPL on an easier task occurs33. Based on these results, a reversed hierarchy model has been
proposed in which, as learning proceeds, the stages that are involved move from higher to lower
processing levels33,105. However, the dependency of the specificity of VPL on task difficulty
has recently been challenged106.

Changes in connectivity or decision-making areas
The idea that changes associated with VPL occur exclusively in visual areas has recently been
challenged by the results of some neurophysiological studies in monkeys4,5. In one of these
studies4, VPL of motion did not change the responses of cells in the middle temporal area (MT)
— a region highly responsive to motion107 that is regarded as one of the highest visual areas
in the dorsal visual path-way — but did change the responses of cells in the lateral intraparietal
area (LIP), a region that is known to represent the transformation of visual motion signals into
responses by saccadic eye movements (that is, to represent a perceptual decision)108. In
another monkey physiology study5, reversible inactivation of MT by injection of the GABA
(γ-aminobutyric acid) agonist muscimol before training in a task requiring coarse
discrimination between disparities in absolute depth of stimuli was shown to impair
performance. However, MT inactivation before training on fine relative-depth discrimination
did not impair coarse depth discrimination or alter the disparity tuning of MT neurons. As fine
depth signals are not carried by MT109 and are probably represented in areas including V4 in
the ventral pathway110, it was suggested that when MT is inactivated these areas in the ventral
pathway are recruited and mediate coarse depth discrimination. These results suggest that the
brain learns to put more weight on disparity signals from the ventral pathway than on those
from MT5.

These neurophysiological findings are in accordance with a model in which perceptual learning
is described as task-specific selective re-weighting111–113. According to this model, visual
stimuli are represented by standard orientation- and frequency-tuned representational units.
VPL results from changes in task-specific selective ‘weighting’ (that is, task-specific changes
in the strength of neural connections) between low-level visual representation stages and a
higher stage at which a decision concerning how visual signals are interpreted guides responses
(that is, a decision stage)111–113.

The noted discrepancies between studies that have implicated different regions as being altered
by VPL demands explanation. One possibility is that the best strategy for performance
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improvement may vary depending on the task in question. For example, if a task requires finer
orientation discrimination, the orientation tuning properties of neurons in the lower-level visual
cortex would be changed33. Conversely, if a more global change such as noise reduction or
switching pathways leads to enhancement in performance, changes may involve brain regions
beyond the visual cortex.

Past, present and future
The early general view of VPL — that conscious effort such as attention is necessary2,3 — has
been challenged by the results of several studies, as described in this article. In addition, a
growing body of evidence indicates that consolidation processed implicitly during
wakefulness69 and during sleep65,79,114 may be important in VPL, as originally suggested by
Sagi and colleagues65. As we have outlined, it has also become clear that different types of
VPL are associated with changes in the visual cortex and in areas responsible for decision
making or with changes in the connectivity between the visual cortex and the decision-making
areas4,5,111,113.

However, the newer results that we have discussed are not necessarily inconsistent with the
older views. For example, conscious and implicit processing may not be mutually exclusive.
The usual training procedure used to generate VPL may include both conscious processing,
such as focused attention to a task-relevant feature, and reinforcement processing that includes
implicit components (FIG. 1). Furthermore, as outlined above, whether changes associated
with the completion of VPL occur mainly in the visual cortex or beyond may depend on which
changes lead to performance improvement in the most efficient manner.

What should future research focus on? It remains unclear how conscious processing involving
attention and the more implicit processing of reinforcement signals interact to produce VPL.
One model indicates that diffusive reinforcement signals are regulated by attention49. Another
possibility is that attentional and reinforcement signals are processed independently and that
the degree to which each influences VPL depends on the situation under which VPL occurs.
It is also unclear how consolidation of VPL is similar to or different from consolidation of
other forms of learning and memory. As discussed above, certain aspects of VPL are distinct
from other types of learning and memory. It will be necessary to systematically compare
consolidation of VPL with that of other forms of learning and memory. To date, there has been
a tendency for different researchers to use different parameters, such as stimuli or tasks, in their
VPL studies. In some cases findings based on a particular set of parameters have been
overgeneralized. However, it remains unclear whether different types of VPL have the same
general underlying mechanism(s). For example, a condition that requires conscious effort
during training may or may not result in a different type of consolidation and/or a change in a
different cortical region to a condition that does not require conscious effort. We feel that the
time has come to move research in a new direction in which the interactions and relations
between different types of processing and the conditions leading to different types of VPL
should be systematically investigated.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Glossary

Implicit
processing

Processing that occurs without a subject’s awareness.

Vernier acuity The ability to detect an offset from collinearity in a pair or triad of
abutting lines or dots.

Gabor patches The two-dimensional image formed by multiplying a sine wave and a
Gaussian function. Gabor patches are widely used in vision research
because they have a well-defined spatial frequency, orientation and
location.

Blood oxygen
level-dependent
(BOLD) signal

The signal based on the relative concentration of contrast deoxygenated
and oxygenated blood measured by functional MRI. The BOLD signal
is thought to reflect some significant aspects of neural activity.

Rapid eye
movement
(REM) sleep

The period of sleep characterized by a relatively low-voltage, mixed-
frequency electroencephalogram in conjunction with episodic rapid eye
movements and low-amplitude electromyogram. Breathing and heart
rates are irregular during REM sleep, which is also when vivid dreaming
is thought to occur.

Non-REM
(NREM) sleep

The period of sleep that is not classified as REM sleep. Slow-wave sleep
(SWS) is a component of deeper NREM sleep in humans. However, SWS
is synonymous with NREM sleep in animals.
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Figure 1. Processing during VPL training
According to the model presented, visual perceptual learning (VPL) of the presented visual
feature occurs when a bottom-up signal from the feature is boosted by attention (left) or by
reinforcement signals (right). Attention enhances task-relevant signals and inhibits task-
irrelevant signals, leading to task-relevant VPL. By contrast, reinforcement signals are
diffusive and enhance signals from any stimulus feature presented in the visual field,
irrespective of whether the feature is task-relevant or task-irrelevant.
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Figure 2. Typical tasks used in VPL studies
a | In the Vernier acuity task, a configuration of two or three vertical lines (or dots) is presented.
The subject is asked to indicate whether the lines (or the dots) are aligned. b | The RSVP (rapid
serial visual presentation) task with moving dots during training is used to examine visual
perceptual learning (VPL) of task-irrelevant coherent motion. The subject is asked to identify
two target items (such as white letters) within a sequence of non-target items (such as black
letters) at the centre of the display. The background display consists of coherent motion (dots
moving in the same direction at the same speed) and random motion (dots moving in random
directions with random speed). The arrows represent the velocity of the coherent motion. In
test stages before and after training, only coherent motion is displayed (not shown here) to
determine how performance in motion-discrimination or -detection tasks is changed by
training. c | A texture-discrimination task is the most frequently used task in VPL studies. The
subject is first asked to respond according to whether a ‘T’ (as shown in the figure) or an ‘L’
is presented in the centre of the display to ensure fixation at the centre, and then to indicate
whether the orientation of the target (the three elements with orientation that differs from that
of the rest of the elements) is vertical (as shown in the figure) or horizontal. VPL of the target
orientation is examined. Part b is modified, with permission, from REF. 29 © (2001) Macmillan
Publishers Ltd. All rights reserved. Part c is modified, with permission, from REF. 71 © (1991)
National Academy of Sciences.
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Figure 3. Neural correlates of VPL
The regions of the brain thought to be altered by visual perceptual learning (VPL). Some
experiments have indicated that training on a visual task changes visual representations in the
early stages of visual signal processing, such as the tuning properties and activity of the primary
visual cortex (V1) region that retinotopically corresponds to the location of the trained stimulus
in the visual field. Others have instead suggested that training alters the weight of connections
(ω1, ω2 … ωi) between the visual cortex and regions of the brain involved in decision making,
or within the decision-making regions themselves. In VPL of motion or a feature carrying
spatial information, the weight changes may predominantly occur between areas in the higher
visual cortex, such as the middle temporal area (MT) and the lateral intraparietal area (LIP),
which is thought to be involved in visual decision-making processes4. MT is usually
responsible for coarse binocular disparity (depth) processing; however, when MT is
inactivated, decision-making regions may learn to give more weight to signals from areas
involved in ventral processing, including V4, when discriminating coarse binocular
disparity5.
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